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EVER GROWING RESIDENCES
sustainable construction design

Concept: Sustainalbe construction. What does it mean? It is
not a building or plan designed with large amount of grennland,
but a organization just like a tree or a natural thing based really
on people’s needs which relate the nature and human being. lt
never changes greatly, but it ever grows.
Designer: Jianwan Xu, college of architecture and urban
planning at the, Tongji University, China.
Tutor: Zhenyu Li. Email: angenxjw@etang.com

The analysis of the present situations
1. Situation of our residences

2. The logic of the buildings
cells and the basic order

3m*3m*3m
We can see the residences
which does not base on the
people’s needs but control the
feelings of the people. It is an
unfantastic and boring space.

3. Spaces based on the needs of the clients

2. The vivid spaces of the tranditional residences

The tranditional residence
is just like a tree which always
grows. It bases on the people's needs and their custom. It
obeys a kind of natural
order and people develops it
instinctly

The logic of the architecture based
on sustainable construction
1. The order of the growth
the growth of the natural
things always obey a kind of
natural order.
The order of the main branch
is similar to the order of the
leaves. Everything in the nature all has a basic layers of the
orders. It is a contradiction
between the order and the
confusion.

client

My rule and hypothesis about
the game:

Man’s choises is based on ration and the architects provide
better plan for clients who buy the house which is grouped by
the box (3m*3m*3m). The number of the box should be more
than three, You can choose the box in the same level or upper
level, but one of them should face on the public corridor. You
can add one box on the out side of the spaces you choose.

The production of the form:
Now the building can grow
just like a tree and it changes
with the people.’s different
choises.The void part can be
the greenland in the building
which can improve the surroundings.There has a four
metres level in every nine level
in the building which can supply
the spaces for the residences
to have a rest and breathe
freely. So a sustainable construction should be an
organizasim.
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